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Consumption of molecular hydrogen prevents the
stress-induced impairments in hippocampus-
dependent learning tasks during chronic physical
restraint in mice
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Abstract

We have reported that hydrogen (H(2)) acts as an efficient antioxidant by gaseous rapid diffusion.
When water saturated with hydrogen (hydrogen water) was placed into the stomach of a rat,
hydrogen was detected at several microM level in blood. Because hydrogen gas is unsuitable for
continuous consumption, we investigated using mice whether drinking hydrogen water ad libitum,
instead of inhaling hydrogen gas, prevents cognitive impairment by reducing oxidative stress. Chronic
physical restraint stress to mice enhanced levels of oxidative stress markers, malondialdehyde and 4-
hydroxy-2-nonenal, in the brain, and impaired learning and memory, as judged by three different
methods: passive avoidance learning, object recognition task, and the Morris water maze.
Consumption of hydrogen water ad libitum throughout the whole period suppressed the increase in
the oxidative stress markers and prevented cognitive impairment, as judged by all three methods,
whereas hydrogen water did not improve cognitive ability when no stress was provided. Neural
proliferation in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus was suppressed by restraint stress, as observed
by 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine incorporation and Ki-67 immunostaining, proliferation markers. The
consumption of hydrogen water ameliorated the reduced proliferation although the mechanistic link
between the hydrogen-dependent changes in neurogenesis and cognitive impairments remains
unclear. Thus, continuous consumption of hydrogen water reduces oxidative stress in the brain, and
prevents the stress-induced decline in learning and memory caused by chronic physical restraint.
Hydrogen water may be applicable for preventive use in cognitive or other neuronal disorders.
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